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1  On 7 April 2001 Bear-Ring Bore GM ("the Applicant") through its 
agent, John Edward Telfer ("Telfer"), pegged and marked out an area of 
ground situated near an abandoned bore known as Berring Bore located 
near Cue. 

2  On 10 April 2001 Telfer lodged with the Mining Registrar at 
Mount Magnet application for Mining Lease 20/455 ("the Application").  
The Application covers the ground pegged and marked out by Telfer. 

3  The ground the subject of the Application, was forfeited by the 
Honourable Minister pursuant to s 100 of the Mining Act 1978 (WA).  As 
a consequence of the forfeiture of the ground, a 14-day prior right to mark 
out and apply for that ground was granted to Murchison Mining Co Pty 
Ltd ("Murchison").  Bear-Ring Bore is a trading name under which 
Murchison carries on business and was registered with the Ministry of 
Fair Trading on 15 February 2001. 

4  On 15 May 2001 Horizon Mining Ltd ("the Objector") lodged 
Objection 38/001 ("the Objection") against the Application, the grounds 
of which were: 

"The Application is in breach of the provisions of the Mining Act 
1978 (as amended) and regulations thereunder." 

5  The Objector seeks relief that I withhold my recommendation for the 
grant of the Application. 

6  At the hearing of the Objection, the Applicant sought that the 
Objector particularise of the grounds of Objection which were stated to be 
as follows: 

a) Pursuant to the right in priority to mark out and apply for the 
forfeited ground, the entity with that right, Murchison did 
not mark out and apply for the ground.  Rather it was done 
by the Applicant. 

b) The Applicant cannot hold or apply for a mining tenement in 
any event, as it is a business name. 

c) The marking out of the Application was defective in that: 
i)   There was no Form 21 attached to the datum peg; 
ii)  The datum peg was not in the ground; 
iii) One of the corner pegs was less than one metre from the 

ground; 
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iv) The row of stones on each corner had not been placed there by 
the Applicant or its agent, rather an old row of stones had 
been adopted; 

v) The corner posts were old corner posts adopted by the 
Applicant's agent. 

7  The Objector called two witnesses in support of its case, being 
Phillip Irwin Richards ("Richards") and Lindsay George Dudfield 
("Dudfield").  Richards gave evidence that he is a surveyor of some 
22 years' experience and managing director of MHR Surveyors and 
Planners of Geraldton. 

8  On 17 May 2001, Richards said, he received instructions to attend 
upon the ground the subject of the Application, and mark out and apply 
for a Prospecting Licence over the same ground. 

9  At the same time, Richards says, he was instructed to check for any 
irregularities in the marking out of the Application.  

10  On 18 May 2001 Richards attended at the area the subject of the 
Application. 

11  Richards said he inspected the marking out of the Application and 
noted the following: 

a) There was no Form 21 attached to the datum post; 
b) The datum post was not in the ground; 
c) The westernmost corner post was at a height of .995 of a metre 

above the ground; 
d) The row of stones on some corners appeared to be older than 

having been placed there in April 2001; 
e) The corner posts used to mark the corners of the Application 

were old and not new. 
12  Produced into evidence by Richards was a series of photographs of 

the corner posts, rows of stones, the datum post and the Form 20 found at 
the area of the Application. 

13  Richards said in evidence that a corner post could be blown over by 
the wind and carried a distance.  Further, Richards conceded that human 
or animal intervention is possible in the knocking over of the datum post. 
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14  In respect to the missing Form 21, Richards said that it was his 
experience that if one of the required forms, being the Form 20 and 
Form 21, were missing from the datum post, generally both were missing. 

15  Further, Richards conceded in cross-examination that it was possible 
that one form could be missing from the datum post. 

16  The corner stones were, in the evidence of Richards, used previously 
to mark out the previous tenement as they were imbedded in the ground 
some distance more than one would expect for stones placed only a month 
previously.  Further, Richards said, sand was mounded up around the 
corner stones that suggested to him that they had been there for some 
time. 

17  Richards said the same applied to the wooden corner posts (“corner 
posts”) used to mark out the corners of the Application. 

18  Richards was of the opinion that the corner posts were old and were 
the same ones previously used to mark out the previous tenement. 

19  The westernmost corner post was measured by Richards at .995 of a 
metre.  The measurement was taken from the ground to the top of the 
corner post by placing a tape measure between rocks and the corner post. 

20  Produced into evidence was a copy of Richards' field notebook that 
he completed at the site and which contained a drawing of his pegging of 
the prospecting licence for the Objector.  Further, his field notebook also 
contained a drawing of the Application, together with a copy of all his 
measurements for the Application and sightings made in the area.  
Richards' field notes for the westernmost corner post stated its height from 
the ground as "1.0 (just)". 

21  Richards' measurement that the western most corner post was .995 of 
a metre above the ground is in conflict with the field notes that indicate 
that the height of the corner post from the ground was "1.0 (just)" above 
the ground. 

22  Dudfield, who appeared by leave, gave evidence that he is a Director 
of the Objector. 

23  Dudfield has qualifications in geology and zoology and has worked 
in the geological and mining profession since 1996. 

24  In essence, Dudfield's evidence was primarily about the rainfall 
within the area of the Application.  Dudfield said that he contacted the 
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Shire of Cue who reported that there were no road closures within the 
Shire of Cue during the month of April 2001.  Further, Dudfield gave 
evidence that he had telephoned the station manager at Austin Downs 
Station to inquire about rainfall during the months of April and May 2001. 

25  Dudfield said that he was informed by the station manager at Austin 
Downs that rainfall was recorded on four days of the 61 days of April and 
May 2001, that being April 23, five millimetres, April 24, 14 millimetres, 
May 6, four millimetres, and May 7, five millimetres. 

26  Dudfield also gave evidence and was cross-examined about the 
absence of the Form 21.  His evidence in that regard, in my opinion, does 
not vary to any great extent to that of Richards. 

27  Dudfield further stated that the Objection was filed with the Mining 
Registrar at Mount Magnet on 15 May 2001 because the Applicant was 
not the name of the person who was granted the 14 days in priority to 
mark out and apply for the ground the subject of the Application.  Further, 
the Objector instructed Richards to attend upon the ground the subject of 
the Application to inspect the marking out.  As a consequence of the 
attendance of Richards upon the ground the subject of the Application, it 
became apparent, in the opinion of the Objector, that there was 
noncompliance with the marking-out provisions of the Mining Act and 
Regulations, as has been outlined earlier. 

28  The Applicant called evidence from Telfer and Ronald Pawson 
("Pawson"), who are both Directors of Murchison. 

29  Telfer's evidence was that he was made aware on 3 April 2001 that 
the ground the subject of the Application was available to be marked out 
and applied for. 

30  As a result of receiving that information, Telfer said he and his son 
attended upon the ground the subject of the Application on 7 April 2001 
and marked out the ground. 

31  Telfer said that he and his son found Berring Bore and then with a 
compass paced out and marked out the ground the subject of the 
Application.  He further said that in marking out he found no previous 
signs of the marking out of the prior tenement at all.  Further, in 
evidence-in-chief Telfer said that he gathered stones from the vicinity of 
the corners of the Application and established rows of stones, in his 
estimate, of one metre in length.  He also said he drove into the ground the 
corner posts to a height of one metre or more above the ground. 
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32  Telfer said that he did not measure the corner posts, but as he was 
about two metres in height and had pegged out tenements before, he was 
able to establish that the corner posts were more than one metre above the 
ground.  The same applied to the length of the rows of stones.  Telfer 
further testified that he had difficulty in driving the corner posts into the 
hard ground.  Telfer said he did not see any evidence of previous marking 
out in the vicinity.  This evidence was challenged in cross-examination 
when Telfer identified some old corner trenches in the area within photos.  
In response to that, Telfer said that he took the question to refer to the 
previous tenement that was the prior subject of the ground to which the 
Application refers.  After completing the marking out of the Application, 
Telfer said that he attached to the datum post a Form 20 after having 
folded it up and placing it in a plastic bag.  The Form 20 and the plastic 
bag was then attached by Telfer to the datum post by wrapping plastic 
tape about half a dozen times or more around it. 

33  After marking out of the Application was completed, Telfer said he 
went to the Mining Registrar in Mount Magnet a few days later and 
lodged the Application.  He then returned to the site of the Application on 
4 May 2001 and placed the Form 21 inside the plastic bag with the 
Form 20 and secured them both to the datum post.  Further, it was Telfer's 
evidence that the datum post and the plastic bag containing the Form 20 
was still intact when he visited the datum post to attach inside the plastic 
bag the Form 21. 

34  Telfer further testified that he then attended to the service of notices 
upon the relevant parties and arranged for the advertising of the 
Application. 

35  Shown to Telfer in evidence-in-chief was the Form 20 that he 
identified by his handwriting. 

36  Telfer said that he visited the ground the subject of the Application in 
June 2001 and discovered that the datum post had been pulled out of the 
ground and was lying on the ground about two metres away. 

37  The plastic bag that had contained the Form 20 and Form 21 was not 
attached to the datum post. 

38  As a consequence, Telfer said that he conducted a search in the 
general vicinity of the datum post and located the Form 20 in a screwed 
up state under a bush.  He also located the plastic bag that was shredded 
open about 50 feet away from the datum post. 
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39  A search of the vicinity failed to locate the Form 21 and it was 
regarded as missing.  It was Telfer's evidence that the datum post was in 
hard ground that would require it to be moved from side to side before it 
could be pulled from the ground. 

40  The Form 20 when discovered by Telfer, was damp but intact. 

41  Telfer said that he then drove the datum peg back into the ground 
and replaced the Form 20 into a plastic bag and resecured it to the datum 
post. 

42  The Form 21 was not replaced into the plastic bag and then onto the 
datum post. 

43  Telfer said that, in July 2001, he again went to the datum post the 
subject of the Application and again found that it had been pulled from the 
ground and was lying down nearby with a crude knot holding the tape 
onto the plastic bag. 

44  Telfer said he was angry that there had been interference with the 
datum post on a number of occasions. 

45  It was disputed by Telfer, that the row of stones which were used to 
mark the corners of the ground the subject of the Application were old and 
that he had simply adopted previous marking out. 

46  Telfer said that the photos produced into evidence indicated that the 
row of stones that he had placed on the ground had been tampered with, 
compared to what he had done at the time of marking out. 

47  Further, Telfer denied in cross-examination that he had used the 
corner posts of the pre-existing tenement that had been forfeited. 

48  In that regard, Telfer said that the corner posts that he used were 
"new", by which, he said, they had had not been used.  He said that they 
were corner posts he had sold when he sold a mining lease in Cue to a 
company called Swick Mining and he left "a heap of pegs" with them.  He 
said that he then recovered a bundle of them from a shed.  He said that 
that had occurred about 18 months prior to the marking out of the ground 
the subject of the Application and that the corner posts were about 
four years old. 

49  He said that the corner posts were tied up in a pack for stock. 
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50  Telfer denied that he freshened up the old markings out of the 
previous mining tenement. 

51  It is of note that during cross-examination nothing was put to Telfer 
regarding the allegation that the westernmost corner posts was less than 
one metre above the ground. 

52  Pawson gave evidence that the business name of Bear-Ring Bore 
GM had been registered with the Ministry of Fair Trading before the 
ground, the subject of the Application, had been forfeited from the 
previous holder by the Honourable Minister. 

53  Pawson explained why the ground the subject of the Application was 
marked out in the name of the Applicant and for that purpose it is better 
that I quote from the transcript: 

"At all times when the ground was being marked out, the ground 
was being marked out for the benefit of Murchison Mining Co.  
The name was only just for identification purposes of the area of 
the tenement, namely Bear-Ring Bore.  When the Form 21 
application was submitted to the department, I was advised by 
the Registrar that the applicant's name Bear-Ring Bore is a 
business name and the TENDEX is not programmed to accept 
such a name, that the TENDEX will accept the name of a person 
or a corporation but will not accept a business name.  At that 
point I contacted the department in Perth to challenge the validity 
of it.  There were various interpretations referred to as to why 
Bear-Ring Bore could not be used.  The department identified the 
tenement was for the benefit of Murchison Mining Co.  There 
was no intent to mislead or defraud.  The department advised 
either to have a company incorporated by the name of Bear-Ring 
Bore, whereas my response to them was that that would become 
a separate entity to Murchison Mining Co because under the 
Corporations Law it does become separate, whereas under the 
Corporations Act the business name which - is for the purpose in 
this case of a mining tenement belonging to Murchison Mining 
Co.  It took some time in establishing fact about why the 
registered business name could not stand.  The department got 
advice from the Crown Law Department and they weren't going 
to be moved.  Irrespective of what my interpretation of the act 
was, they said that the applicant's name was going to have to be 
changed by way of an application to amend.  The only problem 
that the department could foresee was that if an objection was 
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lodged before the application to amend was processed, that could 
…  

Mr Pawson, I don't think I need to know what the department 
said about it?---About the application to amend? 

Yes.  The reality is that an application to amend was 
lodged?---Yes.  The department advised me to lodge an 
application to amend with an affidavit and for the reasons why 
that tenement was put in the name of Bear-Ring Bore.  I think 
that there's an affidavit attached to the application to amend.  
When the application was received, the department says that by 
lodging the application to amend, the tenement would be put in 
the name of Murchison Mining Co as per the application to 
amend.  There was no special conditions or forfeitures, just that 
they said that the application to amend would be processed when 
it was received and if there were no objections then it would be 
approved.  I contacted the department a couple of weeks later and 
it had been approved." 

54  Mr Pawson was cross-examined at length as to why the Applicant 
made the Application in the name other than Murchison. 

55  Pawson's response was consistent in that he maintained it was made 
with the intention of identifying the ground applied for as a different area 
but, in any event, it was for the benefit of Murchison. 

56  Attempts were made by Murchison to lodge an Application to 
Amend the Application so as to change the name of the Applicant to that 
of Murchison.  The Mining Registrar at Mt Magnet holds the Application 
to Amend pending the outcome of these proceedings. 

57  That is, in essence, the evidence in relation to these proceedings. 

58  The obligation to satisfy me that the Applicant has failed to properly 
mark out the Application rests upon the Objector. 

59  I do not accept the evidence of the Objector that the Applicant failed 
to properly mark out the Application. I find credible the evidence from 
Telfer as to his method of marking out the Application.  There is nothing 
in the Mining Act or Regulations that requires the Applicant to use brand 
new wooden posts as corner posts.  I accept Telfer's explanation as to how 
he came to use the corner posts that he did. 
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60  Further, I accept that Telfer used rocks collected from nearby to be 
used as rows of stones rather than trenches to mark the corner of the 
Application. 

61  The opinion that the row of stones used by Telfer appeared to 
Richards to be embedded in the ground further than if they had been 
placed there on 7 April may be the result of many things. 

62  Whilst rain was recorded at Austin Downs Station, it cannot be ruled 
out that there was a possibility that the rain also fell in the location of the 
row of stones, thus giving the appearance that they had been there longer.  
Further, I find that there is clear evidence from Telfer that there had been 
interference by a third person or animal with the datum peg and the 
Forms 20 and 21.  It follows, in my opinion that one cannot therefore 
discard the possibility that the height of the wooden post and the row of 
stones had also been interfered with by a third person.  This possibility 
was also recognised in Aztec Mining Co Ltd v Johanna Investments Pty 
Ltd, unreported; Perth Warden's Court; 12 April 1990 and noted in 9 
AMPLA Bull 58. 

63  I also have some difficulty in accepting that the westernmost wooden 
corner post was not at least one metre above the ground.  The field notes 
of Richards indicate that the corner posts are at least one metre above the 
ground.  In particular, the westernmost corner post was noted in he field 
notes of Richards to show it as "1.0 (just)".  I find that some doubt must 
be raised as to the height that Richards accepted that the western wooden 
corner post was above the ground.  Richards' evidence was that the 
westernmost corner post was .995 of a millimetre above the ground. This 
evidence conflicts with his field notes. 

64  To that extent, I accept that Telfer placed the westernmost corner 
post so it was at least one metre above the ground.  That is consistent with 
the height of all other corner posts embedded into the ground by Telfer. 

65  In all other respects relating to the marking out of the Application I 
accept the evidence of Telfer as to his method of marking out. 

66  I find that the evidence given by Richards, whilst being his opinion 
about what he saw on 18 May 2001, some five weeks after Telfer marked 
out the Application, does not mean that the marking out by Telfer was 
defective.  In that regard, I adopt the reasoning contained in Gilchrist v 
Pattison, unreported; Kalgoorlie Warden's Court; 7 April 1988; noted in 
7 AMPLA Bull 147 and find that the evidence of Richards was stale. 
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67  Similarly, that the datum post was found lying on the ground does 
not mean that marking out did not occur correctly at the time it was 
conducted by Telfer.  This similar situation was recognised in Woodiwiss 
v Sanders, unreported; Coolgardie Warden's Court; 18 December 1989 
noted in 9 AMPLA Bull 107. 

68  Accordingly, I find the evidence of Telfer credible. Further, I find 
that the Applicant complied with the provisions of s. 100 of the Mining 
Act and r. 59 of the Mining Regulations in that marking out of the 
Application was in accordance with the Act and Regulations. I find that 
there was compliance with the initial requirements. 

69  There is no provision in the Mining Act or Mining Regulations that 
expressly prohibits an Application for a mining tenement being made in a 
business name. 

70  The Mining Act at various sections says that any person may apply 
for a mining tenement. 

71  Relevant to these proceedings is the provision of s 100(2) of the 
Mining Act that states: 

"Where an exploration licence or a mining lease is forfeited 
pursuant to section 99, the applicant for forfeiture has …". 

72  The matter in dispute is whether a business name registered, pursuant 
to the provisions of the Business Names Act 1962, to an applicant 
pursuant to s 99 of the Mining Act can be used to mark out and apply for 
the land of a forfeited mining lease. 

73  Neither the Mining Act or Mining Regulations  defines the meaning 
of a person.  A person is defined by s 5 of the Interpretation Act 1984 to 
mean: 

"Person or any word or expression descriptive of a person 
includes a public body, company, or association or body of 
persons, corporate or unincorporate." 

74  The Business Names Act 1962 at s 4 defines a business name to 
mean: 

"A name, style, title or designation under which a business is 
carried on." 
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75  The same section of the Business Names Act defines the meaning of 
"business" as: 

"Includes trade and profession." 

76  Further, the same section of the Business Names Act defines 
"carrying on business" to mean: 

"Includes establishing a place of business in the State, and 
soliciting or procuring any order from a person in the State and to 
carry on business has a corresponding meaning." 

77  Section 5(1) of the Business Names Act 1962 requires the 
registration of certain business names.  Section 5(2) of the same Act 
requires the details of the person be provided to enable registration of the 
business name.  In s 5(2)(b) of the Business Names Act 1962 says that 
the particulars required "in the case of a corporation, the corporate name 
of the corporation". 

78  In my opinion, the Applicant in these proceedings is no more than 
the name, style or title under which Murchison intends to carry on 
business at the site of the Application. 

79  The Applicant belongs and is registered to Murchison. It follows, in 
my opinion, therefore that the Application is made by Murchison. 

80  Further, it is my opinion that, the Application to Amend the register 
lodged by the Applicant pursuant to r. 107 of the Mining Regulations 
should now be referred to the Mining Registrar at Mount Magnet for his 
consideration and action in light of this judgment. 

81  Accordingly, for those reasons I would dismiss Objection 38/001 and 
recommend to the Honourable Minister that application for Mining 
Lease 20/455 be granted. 
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